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Abstract: DARE, a low-overhead Deduplication-Aware Resemblance detection and Elimination scheme that effectively
exploits existing duplicate-adjacency information for highly efficient resemblance detection in data deduplication based
backup/archiving storage systems. The main idea behind DARE is to employ a scheme, Duplicate-Adjacency based
Resemblance Detection (DupAdj), by considering any two data chunks to be similar (i.e., candidates for delta compression) if
their respective adjacent data chunks are duplicate in a deduplication system, and then further enhance the resemblance
detection efficiency by an improved super-feature approach. Our experimental results based on real-world and synthetic
backup datasets show that DARE only consumes about 1/4 and 1/2 respectively of the computation and indexing overheads
required by the traditional super-feature approaches while detecting 2-10% more redundancy and achieving a higher
throughput, by exploitingexisting duplicate-adjacency information for resemblance detection. In the proposed system we are
trying to overcome that the data-restore performance suggest that supplementing delta compression to deduplication can
effectively enlarge the logical space of the restoration cache.
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I. INTRODUCTION
From the IDC study, 80% of corporations survey indicated that they were exploring data deduplication technologies in their
storage systems to increase storage efficient. In general, a chunk-level data deduplication scheme splits data blocks of a data
stream into multiple data chunks that are each uniquely identified and duplicate-detection by a secure SHA-1 or MD5 hash
signature While data deduplication has been widely deployed in storage systems for space savings, the fingerprint-based
deduplication approaches have an inherent drawback: they often fail to detect the similar chunks that are largely identical
except for a few modified bytes, because their secure hash digest will be totally different even only one byte of a data chunk
was changed. It becomes a big challenge when applying data deduplication to storage datasets, which demands an effective and
efficient way to eliminate redundancy among frequently modified and thus similar data. Delta compression, a technique to
remove similarity among similar data chunks has gained increasing attention in storage systems.
II. RELATED WORK
Data deduplication is becoming increasingly popular in data-intensive storage systems as one of the most efficient data
reduction approaches in recent years. Fingerprint-based deduplication techniques eliminate duplicate chunks by checking their
secure-fingerprints. The fingerprints of a multi-TBscale storage system will be too large to fit in memory and must be moved to
the disk, which causes long latencies of random disk I/Os for fingerprint index-lookup. Most existing solutions to this problem
aim to make full use of RAM. DDFS and Sparse Indexing attempt to avoid the disk bottleneck for deduplication indexing by
exploiting the inherent locality of the backup streams and preserving this locality in the memory to increase cache hit ratio.
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III. PROPOSED SYSTEM

When we are uploading the files in to the system, if that file is already existed in that system then that file will not be
uploaded and instead of that the reference will be created so that if number of times one file referenced to many files if by
chance that file has deleted then we will loss the reference of the all files so for that reason we are creating the copies o f that
files in the multiple locations of the system memory. So if one file is deleted from the system memory other locations will
maintain the copy of that file. By using Secure Hash Table Technique.
Secure Hash Table Algorithm:
1. Start
2. Declare Variable
3. Initialize variable
4. Read 1024 bytes from file in tone iteration
5. Read from file until reach EOF
5.1 Generate Hash Value from strBuff[BLOCKSIZE]
5.2 if (FirstBlock)
Consider node as root element
Inc BlockCtr
else
search the generated Hash in BST
if (Find Hash == True)
Compute the Node
Add the Node to a linked List
Change the EndLink of SLL
else
Add the node in BST
Inc The BLockCounter
6. Calculate Deduplication Ratio
7. Display the Result for each iteration
8. END
IV. EXPERIMENTS AND WORKS
Here we are restricting the users to upload same file more than one time. Here and when user wants to upload the same file
again then that file reference will be stored in the system in multiple locations so that if one file deleted in other locations file
data will be there.
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When user enters into the system user has to register into the system to access the application the above one is the
Registration page where user registers his details to enter into the system.

After the successful registration of the user .By using this login page user has to login to his account by entering the valid
credentials.

After successful Login into the application user can upload his file or data into the system. By using the above file
uploading page.
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If the same data file already existed in the system then it will display the same page as above. By showing the Message “file
name already exist”.

When the user tries to upload the same file then it wills stores the reference of that file. As that the file is already stored in
the system.

If By chance that file deleted from the system memory then the reference files cannot be retrieved so that we have to
maintain the initial copy so that when the reference added it will be stored in the multiple drives of the system.
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In the above page we are retrieving the file form the desktop .when the file splits the n it will be stored in the multiple
locations of the system memory .
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we present DARE a deduplication-aware and detecting the files which hare like and eliminating scheme for
data reduction in backup/archiving storage systems.and also DARE enhanced the capable of improving the data restore
performance .and here we have improved the data performance of storage systems based on dedeupilication and delta
compression for this we are storing the data files in the multiple locations of the system for the performance increasing and
preventing the data loss.
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